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The Context
Inside this week’s edition…
Euro Corp Comment: Pricing Power Firmly With Issuers
- By Matthew Barrett, p3-4
It was an active start to September for the European corporate bond market
where we saw a number of issuers jump in and secure funding at attractive
levels.

China Insight: USD/CNH Set to Bounce as Biden’s Lead Narrows
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p11
Biden's clear lead over Trump as suggested by the betting odds no longer exists.
As such, we won't be surprised if Biden fails to maintain his lead over Trump in
some of the major polls before the first presidential debate on 29 September.
Therefore, the risk of a bounce for USD/CNH should not be underestimated.

The EUR Week - ECB Decision the Highlight
- By Rachel Bex, p5-6
EUR/USD fell to lows of 1.1781 last Friday after NFPs came in firm across the
board. The outcome should have been enough to drive the pair down to strong
support near 1.1750, but consolidation has instead panned out near the 1.1800
handle as players bide their time ahead of this week's ECB decision.

Know The Flows: Flows to Emerging Markets Bond Funds Hit a YTD High
- by Cameron Brandt, p12
Yield hungry investors who flocked to US junk bonds in the immediate aftermath
of March’s pandemic-driven sell off steered over $3 billion into EPFR-tracked
Emerging Markets Bond Funds going into September.

Low For Longer Fed is Broadly EM FX Supportive, But Fundamentals Important
Too - by Natalie Rivett and Ed Blake, p7-9
The broad outlook for EM FX markets remains constructive - aided by a weaker
USD - and the charts are signalling an extension in the MSCI EM Currency Index.
However, in what is ultimately a low carry environment, fundamentals may take
on greater importance among EM investors.
US Investment Grade: Still Issuer-Friendly
- by Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques, p10
The window for debt issuance - at historically low funding costs - is arguably
slowly starting to close. A contentious US presidential election and a tiff
between US and China, is also seen as encouragement to get debt-raising done
now rather than wait beyond September.

EU 5/30yr Spread – 80.064/84.808 Eyed While Over 57.447
- by Ed Blake, p14
Look for renewed widening through 72.445 targeting 80.064 and 84.808 on
momentum. Stop and reverse under the 57.447 reaction low.

EUR/USD – 50 Day MA Underpins Further Advance
- by Andrew Dowdell, p15
Scope is seen for further gains, targeting 1.2102-1.2155 next. Below 1.1696 stalls
short-term momentum.
LME Index – Scope to 3058.0/3183.7 While Dips Hold 2833.0
- by Ed Blake, p16
Buy into near-term corrective dips as we await a return over 3058.0 targeting the
3183.7/3200.5 cluster. Place a protective stop under the 2833.0/2864.8 zone.
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Euro Corp Comment: Pricing Power Firmly With Issuers
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
It was an active start to September for the European corporate bond market where we saw a
number of issuers jump in and secure funding at attractive levels. Whilst the week started
with a blank amid a UK holiday, we saw EUR8.85bn of euro IG/split-rated corporate paper hit
the tape in the w/e 4-Sep, courtesy of eleven borrowers and fourteen separate tranches. That
marked an increase from the prior week's EUR5.83bn total and the busiest week for the asset
class since the w/e 3-Jul (EUR20.7bn).

With both of those borrowers seeing final books fall, it was adidas which saw the biggest
cover ratios last week. The issuer's equally-weighted EUR1bn 4/15yr two-part amassed orders
of EUR10.1bn, with investors keen to gain exposure to the German sporting goods giant for
the first time in six-years and the first time since it secured IG ratings from Moody's and S&P
last month.

The annual 2020 haul for the sector now stands at up to EUR339.69bn, some 32% ahead of
where we were at the same stage last year and now just EUR41.922bn short of 2019's full
year number of EUR381.562 – which marks the all-time record.
The main takeaway from last week's activity is that investors have plenty of cash to put to
work in the primary bond market, and don't mind playing at tight levels.
Combined demand for the week's EUR8.85bn of corporate paper was nothing short of a
blowout at EUR37.45bn with an average cover ratio of 5.56x. That overall demand is even
more impressive when bearing in mind it doesn't include the orders for American Tower's
(EUR1.4bn Jan 2028/Jan 2032 two-part) where no booksize was publicly communicated due
to its SEC-registered nature.
Some of the booksizes for last week's trades had peaked higher during the execution process
(EUR45.45bn combined peak) but then shrank after pricing levels were tightened.
Most notable on that front was Daimler whose EUR1bn debut Green line on Thursday saw
final demand halve from its EUR8.4bn peak after the borrower ramped in pricing an eyecatching 55bps from IPTs to re-offer and print the trade 20-25bps inside its existing vanilla
curve. On the same day, Akelius Residential Property also repriced its curve where it printed
EUR500m Jan 2028s some 25bps inside where leads pitched fair value on final books of
EUR3.1bn+. Demand for this deal had also peaked higher earlier in the execution process at
EUR4.7bn but dropped after a 50bps spread compression.
Back to Index Page
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Euro Corp Comment – cont’d
As adidas' existing bonds are illiquid, ascertaining fair value for that deal was tricky whilst it
was also hard to work out what Royal FrieslandCampina paid for its debut hybrid line.
But fair value was ascertained across the rest of the week's tranches and it painted a positive
picture for other borrowers monitoring the market. Almost all printed their trades flat or
inside their existing curves, with the average cover ratio standing at negative 4.45bps, of
course pulled lower by the aforementioned Daimler and Akelius bonds.
Last week's supply came in an environment where sentiment was underpinned by a generally
upbeat broader market tone amid hopes of further fiscal and monetary stimulus measures to
counter the impact of the coronavirus.

Sterling market re-opens after summer break
Away from the single currency, BMW and Royal Dutch Shell issued the first sterling deals
following the summer break last week.
The former on Tuesday raised GBP350m via a Mar 2024 line on demand of GBP600m whilst
Shell on Thursday ended a 6yr sterling hiatus to print an equally weighted GBP1bn Dec
2030/Sep 2052 two-part on books that came in around GBP2.4bn.
That suggests there is plenty of demand remaining to facilitate further supply from the
corporate sterling market which has now seen GBP21.65bn of issuance in 2020, compared to
a similar GBP21.27bn at the same stage of 2019.

Issuers waiting in the wings

Looking ahead, feedback from syndicate bankers we spoke to last week suggests there are
more borrowers looking to go live with euro deals to mop up some of the huge unsatisfied
demand and take advantage of what remain attractive rates.
However, this week's optimum issuance window is impacted by the latest ECB meeting
(Thursday) where markets are anticipating a dovish stance from the central bank. Monday's
US holiday (Labor Day) could also mean a slower start to the week with participation low.
One borrower known to be readying a new trade is DIC Asset AG which wrapped up calls last
week ahead of an M&A-driven 5yr trade.

Back to Index Page
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The EUR Week - ECB Decision the Highlight
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst

continued page 6
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The EUR Week – cont’d
Bias is Bearish
Expected EUR/USD trading range: 1.1700-1.1900
EUR/USD fell to lows of 1.1781 last Friday after NFPs came in firm across the board, with
1.371 million jobs added vs. the 1.35 million forecast, the jobless rate dropping to 8.4% vs
the 9.8% consensus, and AHE up 0.4% m/m vs 0.0% forecast. The outcome should have
been enough to drive the pair down to strong support near 1.1750, but consolidation has
instead panned out near the 1.1800 handle as players bide their time ahead of this week's
ECB decision.
Modest risk-on trade has also proven a prop in early week trade after Treasury Sec
Mnuchin told Fox Q3 growth will be "phenomenal", though data has kicked off on a soft
footing after German IP came in at just 1.2% m/m and -10.0% y/y vs the 4.5% and -7.4%
resp. forecasts.

From the US, initial jobless claims (Thursday) remain a focus. The seasonal adjustment
(additive from multiplicative) is thought to have overestimated the headline fall this last
week. The non-seasonal adjusted went up, pandemic claims rose and total benefits
claimed increased to around 30mn. It is a slowly recovering labour market at best. August
CPI is due (Friday), with consumer prices expected to rise in August for a third straight
month at 1.2% y/y.
Techs note:
• Short-term price action remains choppy, but with the steeply rising 50-DMA (approx
1.1655) now catching up to the market, continuation higher is favoured in due course
• Above last Wed's 1.1929 high puts bulls back on track, re-opening 1.2011 ahead of
1.2102 (76.4% of 2018-20 fall)
• On dips, prior reaction lows from 1.1754 down to 1.1696 provide supp

Still to come data-wise, French, Italian and Spanish IP are all due Friday. The worry is what
happened in August as the virus resurgence took a firmer hold. It will be interesting to see
to what extent this also weighs on the EMU September SENTIX (Monday). Also of note,
final EMU CPI and final Q2 EMU Employment and GDP.
Otherwise, specs will be eagerly looking for clues as to how ECB members might deal with
the somewhat unexpected Eur strength that has been witnessed through the summer. The
CB meeting (Thursday) will include new staff projections and Lagarde's presser. Rates are
likely to remain on hold, but the Bank is likely to indicate that downside risks have
intensified, and suggest further easing is possible before year end.
Indeed, record low core and services CPI plus very low core-goods CPI all warrant a
response. This disinflationary environment is compounded by the relatively strong Euro, an
issue already on the end of some verbal intervention. Of much interest for the latter is the
degree of feed through into CPI the ECB expects (Schnabel suggests a relatively small
degree). As to domestic inflation, there is some evidence to suggest a significant weight
from tourism, hospitality and travel. Does this provide the ECB with a path for targeted
measures via PEPP flexibility? Rate cut arguments have also intensified. The dual-rate
framework can be adjusted via tiering to limit the impact on banks. The response may well
be of the strong verbal type with a hint of action at the late-October meeting (when the
SPF will be available).
Back to Index Page
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Low For Longer Fed is Broadly EM FX Supportive, But
Fundamentals Important Too
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst

continued page 8
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EM Viewpoint – cont’d
Global liquidity story remains supportive for EM assets, aiding recovery
August marked the fifth straight upside month for the MSCI EM Index of stocks, the longest
winning streak since 2017. An advance of 2.1% for the month took the index to 7-month highs
and just over 1% away from recouping losses on the year (see the dashboard), with equities
globally still buoyed by unprecedented policy stimulus. Gains were albeit more modest than prior
months amid rising US-China tensions and a pick-up in coronavirus infections across several
countries, as worldwide cases surpassed 24mn (and rising still).

From a technical perspective, the outlook is still broadly constructive for EM FX markets, with the
following chart pointing to an extension of the 5.5-month recovery in the MSCI Emerging Market
Currency Index back to early to levels last seen in January/February, the 1643.54/1654.83 zone,
and perhaps 1673.26.
continued page 9

Meanwhile, the premium investors pay to own EM sovereign debt over USTs narrowed further
below 400bp for new lows since early March (per the JPM EMBI, see the dashboard), thanks to
ongoing support from central bank stimulus and the continuation of the reflation trade that
continued to prop up the 10-year UST yield.
Rising UST yields have done the US Dollar no favours by ensuring investors look elsewhere, whilst
the sparring in the US Congress over extending stimulus continued to undermine the US unit,
which was further pressured by a dovish Powell a couple of weeks ago, leaving the DXY
languishing at fresh 2+ year lows. This also gave some tailwind to EM FX markets, offering the
MSCI EM Currency Index the impetus needed to also recoup the losses recorded in March (as can
be seen in the dashboard).

Outlook broadly constructive for EM FX amid persistent Dollar weakness
Broadly speaking, the Fed's new policy framework of focusing more on average inflation and
higher employment, which suggests rates will stay lower for longer than other countries, could
prove supportive for EMs and riskier assets over the longer term.
From what we have seen, EM FX market notes post-Powell have been mostly bullish and for some
analysts, the Dollar's decline has only just started. Our view is that the Fed policy change to
average inflation targeting should be the main negative driver of the USD over the coming weeks.
Covid could also stay a front and centre focus amid a risk the US economic outlook could be
further negatively impacted by more re-closures in hot-spot states, thus further undermining the
Dollar. That's potentially good news for EM currencies.
Back to Index Page
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EM Viewpoint – cont’d
• Extends the 5-1/2 month recovery from 1547.33 (23 March base) to threaten the
1640.78/1643.54 zone (4 March lower high and 76.4% retrace of 1673.26/1547.33 fall)

• With studies building, a clearance opens the 1651.58/1654.83 region (equality of
1547.33/1612.23 rally from 1586.68 and 6 February lower high), possibly the 1673.26 (14
January) peak
• Former resistance between 1612.23/1616.78 (10 June/6 August peaks) reverts to initial
support and guards the 1604.35 (4 August) higher low

However, more selective approach may be warranted as EM fundamentals take on greater
significance
For EM FX traders, there are, however, other various factors to navigate in the short term. The US
presidential election considerations will increase in the lead up to the 3 November vote and the
Dollar could bounce if Trump surprises and wins. Another important factor to watch is whether a
phase four fiscal stimulus package will be passed in the US.
Moreover, whilst the outlook appears broadly favourable for EM FX, we are expecting
fundamentals to take on more significance ahead amid the persistent backdrop of low carry (see
the dashboard for the gauge that measures carry trade returns from eight EM FX markets funded
by short positions in the USD) and given various idiosyncratic risks across the region, thus driving
some divergence.
Although the conventional easing cycle is close to being exhausted for many EM countries - with
the onus shifting more to fiscal policy, generally speaking - interest rates in the region are unlikely
to go up anytime soon, with accommodative policy needed to continue supporting economic
recoveries from the sharp coronavirus lockdown-induced contractions of Q2. This of course
applies to Developed Markets too. This means EM investors will have to acclimatise to low carry
Back to Index Page

across most currencies, leaving investment decisions increasingly centred on fundamentals, with
a view to relative growth rates, fiscal health and economic policy transparency among other
factors.
Based on fundamentals, Emerging Asian currencies - notably the CNY, KRW, TWD and THB appear to be viewed most positively among EM FX analysts, with a cyclical recovery generally
anticipated, given that public health situations are now largely under control.
By contrast, among the EM currencies that continue to stand out as vulnerable are the South
African Rand and Turkish Lira, despite also already being among the worst performing currencies
YTD (-19% and -16% vs the USD, respectively). The former because of its high and rising levels of
government debt - and expected difficulties in achieving fiscal consolidation amid a particularly
weak economic environment - and the latter because of a lack of central bank credibility amid a
reluctance to deliver a formal rate hike that is needed to durably lower inflation.
In summary, the global liquidity story remains supportive for EMs and wider risk assets, and the
recent change in Fed policy, together with current narrative of negative US real yields, should aid
EM portfolio flows. As can be seen in the dashboard, the YTD net cumulative outflows from EM
equity funds (in place since March) already look to have moderated in recent months (to ca. 6% in
AUM terms from more than 8%), whilst YTD net outflows from developed market equities have
stabilised (under 5% in AUM terms).
Meanwhile, the broad outlook for EM FX markets remains constructive - aided by a weaker USD and the charts are signalling an extension in the MSCI EM Currency Index. However, in what is
ultimately a low carry environment, fundamentals may take on greater importance among EM
investors.
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US Investment Grade: Still Issuer-Friendly
By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques
A slow yet exciting week ended with no new deals being announced in the US high-grade
primary market on a sleepy Friday, and ahead of a long weekend with markets shut on
Monday for Labor Day.

But then there is that nagging worry in the back of everyone's minds that this recent bout of
bullishness propped up by the Fed's liquidity backstop and trillions of dollars of stimulus
packages may not last long and a sharp readjustment is right around the corner.

Only $5.07bln of new high-grade bonds were priced last week but they were more than
expected – for the sixth consecutive week. Companies, simply put, are in a hurry to get their
debt funding done before this current window of historically low funding costs disappears.

Last week, equity markets started showing signs of self-doubt. On Thursday, despite betterthan-expected jobless claims (950m versus $1000k est), the Dow plunged more than 800
points, or 2.8%, its biggest one-day decline in nearly three months, while the S&P500 fell 3.5%
and the Nasdaq Composite dropped 5%. It was the Nasdaq's worst single day performance
since right before the COVID-19 outbreak.

It does make sense to fund debt now with investors showing insatiable hunger for the highgrade product, which is allowing strong spread progression through book build, resulting in
very tight new issue concessions and order books that are multiple times covered.
Last week's crop of deals, though not a bumper crop, on average, compressed 25.4bp from
IPT/PX; were oversubscribed 4.4x; and priced with an average NIC of -1.95bp. In comparison,
last month's $139.984bln priced with a compression of 23.3bp; an oversubscription rate of
3.2x; and an average NIC of -1bp.
Further demonstrating just how far this market has moved, and just how strong investor
demand is, Baa1/BBB+ rated NVR Inc, which sold $600m (upsized) 10yr notes at a spread of
+240bp on April 30, added $250m to it Thursday at a spread of +137bp. To put things in
perspective, back on April 30, the 10yr Treasury note was yielding 0.64%, while the average
corporate bond was trading 217bp over comparable Treasuries.
Demand for bonds continues to be strong with data from the week ended September 2
showing that US IG bond fund and ETF inflows reached a new record of $14.95bln, up from
$8.20bn the week before and the previous record of $14.88bn during the week ended on June
3, said BoFA Global research.

Back to Index Page

With broader sentiment starting to sag, the window for debt issuance - at historically low
funding costs - is arguably slowly starting to close, though technically a captive investor base
and continued demand for quality bonds paying positive yields would ensure liquidity is
available but, during volatility, at a price.

Citigroup strategists were quoted saying that the rally in high-grade bonds was overdone and
fair value for average spreads was closer to 164bp. ICE BAML data puts average high-grade
spread as of Thursday at 135bp.
A contentious US presidential election and a tiff between US and China, is also seen as
encouragement to get debt-raising done now rather than wait beyond September. And that is
the reason why there are expectations for an over-the-top September when some $50.4bln of
supply is seen finding its way in just 3-4 days this week after the Labor Day holiday.

Enjoy the break because this week will be action-packed and hopefully comprising a few more
acquisition financings that would definitely help boost a sagging M&A funding tally.
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China Insight: USD/CNH Set to Bounce as Biden’s Lead Narrows
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
USD/CNH reached as low as the 6.81 level at the beginning of this month. Recall, we said in the
previous issue of this publication:
"USD/CNH will be at 6.80 when 50% of a rollback of List 3 tariffs is fully priced and at 6.65 when
100% of a rollback is priced".
Based on this assumption, we believe USD/CNH for now has already largely priced in a victory of
Biden, who did say in early-August that he would remove the tariffs on China if he won the election
in November.
While FX players were still confident that Biden would defeat Trump in the election, we noted a
few days ago Biden's clear lead over Trump as suggested by the betting odds (chart 1) no longer
exists. As such, we won't be surprised if Biden fails to maintain his lead over Trump in some of the
major polls before the first presidential debate takes place on 29 September. Because the market
is very sensible, there is a good chance USD/CNH is already starting to price out some optimism
over Biden's odds. Therefore, the risk of a bounce for USD/CNH from here should not be
underestimated. In our view, 6.88-6.90 is reachable in the near term (chart 2).

Back to Index Page

That being said, a downside attempt of 6.65 is not totally impossible in the long run even if Biden
loses the election. Chart 3 suggests that China's external trade outlook has been improving since
seeing a deficit of -USD7.1bn in Jan-Feb. If this positive trend continues, further appreciation of
CNH to the 6.60-6.70 area against USD is still possible even without any reduction/removal of the
existing tariffs. However, the above scenario has to be rewritten if Trump not only wins the
election but also takes more hostile moves against China in his second term.
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Know The Flows: Flows to Emerging Markets Bond Funds
Hit a YTD High
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
Yield hungry investors who flocked to US junk bonds in the immediate aftermath of March’s
pandemic-driven sell off steered over $3 billion into EPFR-tracked Emerging Markets Bond Funds
going into September. That was the biggest weekly inflow for this group since mid-1Q19 and
extended their longest inflow streak since 2H17. Attractive yields underpinned by stronger growth
compared to most developed markets have prompted investors to look beyond the more
troubled markets such as Turkey.
While willing to stretch for yield within the fixed income universe, those investors remain
unconvinced by the rally in global equity markets – except at the sector level – with US Equity
Funds posting their ninth outflow since mid-June in the teeth of fresh record highs for key
indexes. Equity Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance
(ESG) mandates continue to get a pass: they chalked up their 33rd inflow in the 35 weeks year-todate.
Overall, Equity Funds surrendered a net $1.5 billion during the week ending Sept. 2 that lifted
their total since the start of February past the $240 billion mark. Balanced Funds saw a net $1
billion flow out and Money Market Funds $43.7 billion while Alternative Funds absorbed $585
million and Bond Funds $22 billion.
At the single country and asset class fund levels, Inflation Protected Bond Funds took in over $1
billion for the fourth time in the past five weeks, Municipal Bond Funds extended their current
inflow streak to 17 weeks and $21 billion and Convertible Bond Funds absorbed fresh money for
the 12th time in the past 15 weeks. China Bond Funds posted their second consecutive inflow
record and flows into Brazil Bond Funds hit a 24-week high while redemptions from Spain and
Bulgaria Equity Funds were the biggest since mid-June and early January respectively.

Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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EU 5/30yr Spread – 80.064/84.808 Eyed While Over 57.447
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Narrowed from 80.064 (5 June high) to 57.447 (5 August low), before attempting to resume
broader widening

•

With studies building, watch for widening over 72.445 (28 August high) to re-open 80.064

•

A clearance signals new 7½ month highs towards 84.808 (14 January year-to-date high),
perhaps 87.531 (11 September 2019 high)

•

Any near-term corrective narrowing should hold well above 57.447 and only above averts
for 52.112/46.010

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look for renewed widening through 72.445 targeting 80.064 and 84.808 on momentum. Stop and
reverse under the 57.447 reaction low

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

93.134
87.531
84.808
80.064
72.445

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

60.286
57.447
52.112
46.010
40.565

Resistance Levels
.764 projection of 33.353/80.064 rally from 57.447
11 September 2019 lower high, near .618x 33.353/80.064 rally from 57.447
2020 high – 14 January, near .5x 33.353/80.064 from 57.447 and 38.2% of 165.941/33.353 fall
5 June 2020 high
28 August 2020 high
Support Levels
20 August 2020 low, near a six-month rising trendline at 62.069
5 August 2020 reaction low
3 April 2020 low
20 March 2020 minor higher low
13 March 2020 minor higher low
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EUR/USD – 50 Day MA Underpins Further Advance
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Steeply rising 50-Day MA now catching up to current price action
• RSI unwinding following divergence signals not matched by sell-off in market = strong trend

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Scope is seen for further gains, targeting 1.2102-1.2155 next. Below 1.1696 stalls short-term
momentum.
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Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.2215
1.2155
1.2102
1.2011
1.1929

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.1789
1.1754
1.1696
1.1581
1.1495

6 April 2018 low
1 March 2018 low
76.4% of 1.2555-1.0636 fall
1 September 2020 high
2 September 2020 high
Support Levels
3 September 2020 low
21 August 2020 low
3 August 2020 low
24 July 2020 low
9 March 2020 high
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LME Index – Scope to 3058.0/3183.7 While Dips Hold 2833.0
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Recovers strongly from 2231.9 (23 March, 3¾ year low) to retrace over 61.8% of the 20182020, 3499.6/2231.9 fall

•

Constructive studies and moving averages suggest gains over 3058.0 (2019 peak - 28
February) to mark new 26-month highs

•

Bulls would then target 3183.7/3200.4 zone (26 March 2018 low, 76.4% retracement of
3499.6/2231.9 fall and a 9½ year trendline)

•

Any near-term corrective dips should hold over 2833.0/2864.8 zone (17 July/13 August
minor higher lows)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into near-term corrective dips as we await a return over 3058.0 targeting the 3183.7/3200.5
cluster. Place a protective stop under the 2833.0/2864.8 zone
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

3499.6
3362.4
3274.2
3200.4
3058.0

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

2943.3
2833.0
2699.4
2582.5
2349.2

Resistance Levels
2018 peak – 7 June
22 May 2018 high
22 June 2018 high
76.4% of 3499.6/2231.9 fall, nr 26 March 2018 low & 9½yr falling trendline at 3183.7/3195.5
2019 peak – 28 February
Support Levels
21 August 2020 low
17 July 2020 low, near 13 August 2020 low at 2864.8
13 February 2020 former high
15 June 2020 minor higher low
21 April 2020 higher low
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